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Abstract— Sensor scheduling has been a topic of interest to
the target tracking community for some years now. Recently,
research into it has enjoyed fresh impetus with the current
importance and popularity of applications in Sensor Networks
and Robotics. The sensor scheduling problem can be formulated
as a controlled Hidden Markov Model. In this paper, we address
precisely this problem and consider the case in which the state,
observation and action spaces are continuous valued vectors.
This general case is important as it is the natural framework for
many applications. In sensor scheduling, our aim is to minimise
the variance of the estimation error of the hidden state with
respect to the action sequence. We present a novel simulation-
based method that uses a stochastic gradient algorithm to
find optimal actions. This is in contrast to existing works in
the literature that only solve approximations to the original
problem.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Consider the following continuous state Hidden Markov
Model (HMM),

Xk+1 = f(Xk, Ak+1,Wk) ∈ R
nx ,

Yk = g(Xk, Ak, Vk) ∈ R
ny ,

whereXk is the hidden system state,Yk the observation
of the state, andWk and Vk are i.i.d. noise terms. Unlike
the classical HMM model, the evolution of the state and
observation processes depends on an input parameterAk ∈
Rna , which is the control or action. In HMM models, one
is primarily concerned with the problem of estimating the
hidden state, which is achieved by propagating the posterior
distribution (or filtering density)πk(x)dx = P(Xk ∈
dx|A1:k, Y1:k). By a judicious choice of control sequence
{Ak}, the evolution of the state and observation processes
can be ‘steered’ in order to yield filtering densities that give
more accurate estimates of the state process. This problem is
also known in the literature as the sensor scheduling problem.

Sensor scheduling has been a topic of interest to the target
tracking community for the some years now [5], [10], [13],
[14], [7]. The classical setting is the problem of tracking
a maneuvering target overN epochs. HereXk denotes the
state of the target at epochk, Yk the observation provided
by the sensor, andAk some parameter of the sensor that
may be adjusted to improve the “quality” of the observation.
A measure of tracking performance is the variance of the
tracking error over theN epochs:

E

{
(ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)

2
}
, k = 1, . . . , N, (1)

where ψ : Rnx → R is a suitable test function that
emphasises the components of interest of the state vector
we wish to track. The aim is to minimise the tracking error
variance with respect to the choice of actions{A1, . . . , AN}.

When the dynamics of the state and the observation
processes are both linear and Gaussian then, the optimal
solution to the sensor scheduling problem (1) (whenψ
gives a quadratic cost) can be computed off-line; this is
not surprising given that the Kalman filter covariance is
also independent of the actual realisation of observations.
In the general setting studied in this paper, the dynamics
can be both non-linear and non-Gaussian, which means that
the filtering densityπk, and integration with respect to it,
cannot be evaluated in closed-form. Hence, the variance
performance criterion itself does not admit a closed-form
expression. To further complicate matters, the actions sought
are continuous valued, i.e., vectors inRna .

To address the complications to do with the non-linear and
non-Gaussian dynamics, one could linearise the state and
observation model [10]. The majority of works [7], [11],
[14] (and references therein), while aim at minimising the
tracking error variance, do so approximately by minimisinga
lower bound to the variance criterion. The bound in question
is the Posteriori Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (PCRLB), which
is the inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM). This
approach hinges on the ability to propagate recursively the
FIM in closed form by a Ricatti-type equation for the non-
linear and non-Gaussian filtering problem. Unfortunately,the
recursion for the FIM involves evaluating the expectation
of certain derivatives of the transition probability density of
the state dynamics, as well as the expectation of certain
derivatives of the observation likelihood (see (2) and (3)
below). As these quantities cannot be evaluated in general
except for the linear and Gaussian case, this assumption
is either invoked or the authors resort to simulation-based
approximations. In addition, the PCRLB bound is not always
tight.

As for the complications due to continuous valued actions,
the approach in the literature is to discretiseRna to a grid.
There have also been studies where the continuous state
HMM is approximated by a discrete state HMM, and the
latter solved using Dynamic Programming [14].

The aim of this paper is to solve the sensor scheduling
problem with continuous action space directly, and not a
surrogate problem defined through the PCRLB or otherwise.



We make no assumptions of linearity or Gaussianity for
analytic convenience, nor do we discretise the state, obser-
vation, or action space. We avoid these restrictive modelling
assumptions on the continuous state HMM by recourse
to methods based on computer simulation (simulation for
short).

In order to solve for the optimal sequence of continuous-
valued actions, we use an iterative stochastic gradient algo-
rithm. We derive the gradient of the performance criterion
with respect to the action trajectory and demonstrate how
low variance estimates of it may be obtained usingcontrol
variate [6] techniques. One major advantage of a stochas-
tic gradient based method is that theoretical guarantees
are easily obtained. Under suitable regularity assumptions,
one can guarantee convergence to a local optimum of the
performance criterion, while it is difficult to make similar
assertions about the quality of the solutions obtained by other
approximate methods proposed in the literature for sensor
scheduling.

As an instance of the sensor scheduling problem, we study
the observer trajectory planning problem for a bearings-
only application. We state theoretical results concerningthe
convergence of the observer trajectory identified by our
stochastic gradient algorithm. Handling multiple observers
simultaneously is easy in our proposed framework and
numerical results are presented for two observers tracking
a maneuvering target.

Notation: The notation that is used in the paper is now
outlined. The norm of a scalar, vector or matrix is de-
noted by|·|. For a vectorb, |b| denotes the vector 2-norm√∑

i |b(i)|
2. For a matrixA, |A| denotes the matrix 2-

norm, maxb:|b|6=0
|Ab|
|b| . For convenience, we also denote a

vector b ∈ Rn by b = [b(i)]i=1,...,n, or the i-th component
of a vector by [b]i. For scalarsaj,i, j = 1, . . . ,m, i =

1, . . . , n, let
[
[aj,i]j=1,...,m

]
i=1,...,n

denote the stacked vec-

tor [a1,1, . . . , am,1, . . . , a1,n, . . . , am,n]
T .) For a functionf :

Rn → R with argumentsz ∈ Rn, we denote(∂f/∂z(i)) (z)
by ∇z(i)f(z) and∇f(z) = [∇z(1)f(z), · · · ,∇z(n)f(z)]T .
For the vector valued functionF = [F1, · · · , Fn]

T
: Rn →

Rn, let ∇F denote the matrix[∇F1, · · · ,∇Fn]. For a
real-valued integrable functionsf and g, let 〈f, g〉 denote∫
f(x)g(x)dx.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

At time k, let Xk andYk be random vectors that model
thenx-dimensional state and itsny-dimensional observation
respectively. Suppose that an actionAk ∈ Rna is applied at
time k. The state{Xk}k≥0 is an unobserved Markov process
with initial distribution and transition law given by

X0 ∼ π0, Xk+1 ∼ p (·|Xk, Ak+1) . (2)

(The symbol “∼” means distributed according to.) The
observation process{Yk}k≥1 is generated according to the
state and action dependent probability density

Yk ∼ q (·|Xk, Ak) . (3)

Given the sequence of actionsa1:k := {a1, ..., ak} and
measurementsy1:k := {y1, ..., yk}, the filtering density
at time k is denoted byπk, (or π(y1:k,a1:k)

k to emphasise
the dependence ony1:k and a1:k,) and satisfies theBayes
recursion

πk(x) =
q (yk|x, ak)

∫
p(x|x′, ak)πk−1(x

′)dx′∫ ∫
q (yk|x, ak) p(x|x′, ak)πk−1(x′)dx′dx

. (4)

Consider a suitabletest function ψ : Rnx → R where,
for example,ψ could pick out a component of interest of
the state vector we wish to estimate. The optimal sensor
scheduling problem is to solve

minA1:N∈ΘA
J(A1:N ) =

E(π0,A1:N )

{∑N

k=1 β
N−k (ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)

2
}
, (5)

whereΘA ⊂ (Rna)
N and for any1 ≤ k ≤ N and integrable

function h : (Rnx)
k × (Rna)

k × (Rny )
k → R,

E(π0,A1:k) {h(X1:k, A1:k, Y1:k)} :=

∫
h(x1:k, A1:k, y1:k)

×Πk
i=1q (yi|xi, Ai) p (xi|xi−1, Ai)π0(x0)dy1:kdx0:k. (6)

β ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor and its inclusion favours better
tracking performance in the later epochs.

Feedback control:The sensor scheduling problem stated
in (5) is an open-loop stochastic control problem. In order to
utilise feedback, we will use theopen-loop feedback control
(OLFC) approach, which is described in detail in [1].

Path constraints:For the trajectory planning application,
the sequence of actionsA∗

1:N determined by solving (5) may
not be realisable due to motion constraints on the observer.
For example, the sequence of possible accelerations in a
linear motion model (see Section V) may not be able to
realise the desired sequence of positions (actions)A∗

1:N . Al-
ternatively, we may seek a sequence of positions that belong
to some parametric class, e.g., an observer doing a constant
velocity turn where the turn rate is to be determined. In
some cases, we may summarise observer motion constraints
through a bounded mapping

F : (Rnu)
N → (Rna)

N
, (7)

where the actionA1:N = F (U1:N ). For example,U1:N could
describe the sequence of accelerations of an observer; see
Section V for more details. We would then solve problem
(5) subject to the equality constraint

A1:N = F (U1:N ), U1:N ∈ (Rnu)
N
, (8)

i.e. ΘA now corresponds to the range of the functionF .
Simulation and gradient based methods:We do not have

a closed-form expression forJ because the filtering density
πk and integration with respect to it cannot be evaluated in
closed-form in our general setting. To evaluateJ(A1:N ), we
could revert to state-space discretisation. One could discretise
Rnx , Rny and derive the corresponding state evolution and
observation laws, i.e. (2) and (3), for the approximating
discrete problem. We may then calculate the approximation
to J(A1:N ) for any choice of actions. However this approach



is computationally prohibitive and we would be limited to a
coarse discretisation and a small horizonN at best. Also, it
is not obvious how to choose the grid inRnx andRny , since,
for accuracy of the approximation, the grid should be finer in
the regions where density in (6) has more mass. In [14], the
HMM is discretised and a close-loop formulation of problem
(5) is solved. A close-loop formulation of (5) is known as
a Partially Observed Markov Decision Process (POMDP).
However, solving a POMDP exactly is computationaly very
demanding, specifically PSPACE-hard, and various approxi-
mation schemes that trade-off accuracy and speed have been
devised.

We propose to use simulation with Stochastic Approxi-
mation (SA) to minimiseJ(A1:N ) whenΘA is an open (i.e.
continuous) set without resorting to discretisingRnx , Rny

or ΘA. SA is a gradient descent algorithm that only requires
noisy estimates of the cost function gradient, i.e.,

A1:N,k+1 = A1:N,k − αk

(
∇J(A1:N )|A1:N=A1:N,k

+ noise
)
,

(9)
where∇J(A1:N ) denotes the gradient ofJ w.r.t. A1:N . The
step-sizeαk is a non-increasing positive sequence tending to
zero. In Section III, we derive the gradient∇J . Once again,
we do not have a closed-form expression for∇J for the same
reasons as inJ ; the filtering densityπk and integration with
respect to it cannot be evaluated in closed-form in our general
setting. We will show instead how one may obtain a low
variance estimate of∇J , namely∇̂J . The noise in (9) arises
precisely because we usê∇J instead of∇J . One major
advantage of a gradient based method is that theoretical
guarantees are easily obtained. Under suitable assumptions
on the noise in (9), one can guarantee thatA1:N,k eventually
converges to a local minimiser ofJ , while it is difficult to
make similar assertions about the quality of the solution
obtained by other approximate methods proposed in the
literature for sensor scheduling.

III. T HE COST GRADIENT AND ITS SIMULATION -BASED

APPROXIMATION

In this section, we derive the gradient of the cost func-
tion (5) with respect toA1:N . We then propose a suitable
simulation-based approximation for optimising with SA.
Because the problem (5) is solved for a fixed initial state
distribution π0, henceforth, we omit reference toπ0 in
the notation forE(π0,A1:N ) and denote the probability with
respect to which this expectation is taken byPA1:N

.
Keeping in mind that(ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)

2 is a function of
the formh(X1:k, A1:k, Y1:k), then (6) implies

EA1:N

{
(ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)

2
}

=

EA1:k

{
(ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)

2
}
.

Thus,∇Al
EA1:N

{
(ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)

2
}

= 0 for l > k. For

l ≤ k, using (6),

∇Al

∫ (
ψ(xk)−

〈
π

(y1:k,A1:k)
k , ψ

〉)2

×Πk
i=1q (yi|xi, Ai) p (xi|xi−1, Ai)π0(x0)dx0:kdy1:k

=

∫ (
ψ(xk)−

〈
π

(y1:k,A1:k)
k , ψ

〉)2

×∇Al

[
Πk

i=1q (yi|xi, Ai) p (xi|xi−1, Ai)
]
π0(x0)dx0:kdy1:k

+

∫
∇Al

[(
ψ(xk)−

〈
π

(y1:k,A1:k)
k , ψ

〉)2
]

×Πk
i=1q (yi|xi, Ai) p (xi|xi−1, Ai)π0(x0)dx0:kdy1:k.

The first term of the gradient is

EA1:N
{ (ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)

2

×
[
∇Al

q(Yl|Xl,Al)

q(Yl|Xl,Al)
+

∇Al
p(Xl|Xl−1,Al)

p(Xl|Xl−1,Al)

]
}

The second term of the gradient is

EA1:N

{
∇Al

[(
ψ(Xk)−

〈
π

(Y1:k,A1:k)
k , ψ

〉)2
]}

= −2EA1:N
{
(
ψ(Xk)−

〈
π

(Y1:k,A1:k)
k , ψ

〉)

×∇Al

〈
π

(Y1:k,A1:k)
k , ψ

〉
} = 0,

where the last line follows from conditioning onY1:k. It
follows from the above derivation that to obtain an unbiased
estimator of∇Al

J(A1:N ) for a givenA1:N , one samples a
realisation of states and observations(Y1:N ,X0:N ) ∼ PA1:N

and forms the following estimate,

∇̂Al
J(A1:N ) =

N∑

k=l

βN−k
EA1:N

{(ψ(Xk)− 〈πk, ψ〉)
2

×

[
∇Al

q (Yl|Xl, Al)

q (Yl|Xl, Al)
+
∇Al

p (Xl|Xl−1, Al)

p (Xl|Xl−1, Al)

]
|Y1:k}, (10)

where we have added the conditioning onY1:k as it leads to
a lower variance gradient estimate.1

We now describe how to implement the gradient estimate
(10). In sensor scheduling applications concerning target
tracking, the state processXk is the state of the target to
be tracked and often evolves independently of the action.
Henceforth, we assume this independence for simplicity in
presentation, i.e.p (Xk|Xk−1), and remark that the work
may also be extended to the more general case of state
evolution and control dependence.2 Now, define the real-
valued function called thescore[12],

S (y, x, a) := q (y|x, a)−1∇aq (y|x, a) ∈ R
na . (11)

To implement (10), we see that we require both the marginal
πk and the full posteriorπ0:k for all N epochs, i.e., for

1The variance is reduced since, for two jointly distributed random
variablesX and Y , var(E(X|Y )) = var(X) − E(var(X|Y )), and
E(var(X|Y )) > 0.

2In methods that use the PCRLB [7], [11], [14], even after assuming
{Xk} evolves independently of{Ak}, one still needs to evaluate the
expectation of derivatives ofln p (Xk|Xk−1) w.r.t.Xk andXk−1, while
this is not needed in (10).



1 ≤ k ≤ N . We propose to approximate these quantities
using a mixture Dirac delta-masses,

π̂0:k(x0:k) :=

L∑

j=1

w
(j)
k δ

X
(j)
0:k

(x0:k), (12)

where δ
X

(j)
0:k

denotes the Dirac delta-mass located atX
(j)
0:k

and the importance weights{w(j)
k }

L
j=1 are non-negative

scalars that sum to one. The approximation toπk, namely
π̂k, follows by marginalisingπ̂0:k. There are a number
of ways to define such a point-mass approximation. For
example, the simplest scheme would be to sampleL in-

dependent state trajectory realisations
{
X

(j)
0:N

}L

j=1
from

(
ΠN

i=1p (xi|xi−1)
)
π0(x0). The importance weights would

then be

w
(j)
k := {

L∑

j=1

Πk
i=1q

(
Yi|X

(j)
i , Ai

)
}−1Πk

i=1q
(
Yi|X

(j)
i , Ai

)
.

(13)
For any integrable functionh,

∫
h(x0:k)π̂0:k(x0:k)dx0:k con-

verges to
∫
h(x0:k)π0:k(x0:k)dx0:k asL → ∞ (see [4, Ch.

2] for a precise statement of the mode of convergence).
Practically though, we would prefer a small sample sizeL
and this simple scheme of sampling from the state tran-
sition model can result in the majority of the importance
weightsw(j)

k being very small. There are number of remedies
proposed for this in the Sequential Monte Carlo literature
[4, Ch. 1.3.2]. For example, the importance sampling step
can be designed to mininise the conditional variance of the

importance weights by sampling
{
X

(j)
0:N

}L

j=1
from a Markov

transition density that takes the observations into account,
i.e.,X(j)

k+1 ∼ k(xk+1|X
(j)
k , Yk+1).

We emphasise that standard techniques from the Sequen-
tial Monte Carlo literature can be adopted in constructing
an approximation of the form (12) to the full posterior, but
we do not study this issue in detail here. To simplify the
presentation, we will focus on the simple scheme of sampling
from the state transition model.

Now, for a givenA1:N , one samples a realisation of
states and observations(X0:N , Y1:N ) ∼ PA1:N

and forms
the following biased estimate of∇Al

J(A1:N ) (10),
∑N

k=l β
N−k{

〈
π̂0:k, ψ

2
k(·)S (Yl, ·, Al)

〉

+ 〈π̂k, ψk〉
2 〈π̂0:k, S (Yl, ·, Al)〉

−2 〈π̂k, ψ〉 〈π̂0:k, ψk(·)S (Yl, ·, Al)〉}. (14)

Implementing the SA recursion (9) with the gradient
estimate (14) is straightfoward. However, to prove its con-
vergence, we would not be able to use standard SA results.
Even though (14) is a noisy estimate of∇Al

J(A1:N ), the
noise is not zero-mean due to the bias of the simulation-
based approximation toπk andπ0:k. To assert convergence
of (9) to a minima ofJ , we would have to gradually increase
the number of samplesL to remove the bias. This approach
is infeasible in practice as the computational complexity
of the SA recursion increases with each iteration. Similar

conditions are required for convergence of SA driven by
sample averages [12].

Henceforth, we fix the set ofL state trajectory samples{
X

(j)
0:N

}L

j=1
that is used to approximateπ0:k for all k and

form the following approximation toJ3,

Ĵ(A1:N ) =

N∑

k=1

βN−k
E(π0,A1:N )

{〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
}
.

(15)
We will then derive an unbiased estimate of the gradient of
Ĵ in a similar manner toJ above and minimisêJ via SA.
This approach is easier to analyse and we show that, under
suitable assumptions, SA converges to a local minimum ofĴ
almost surely. Note that since the error in the approximation
π̂0:k diminishes as the sample sizeL increases,̂J will be a
good approximation toJ for sufficiently largeL.

In the same way as gradient ofJ was derived in (10), we
have

∇Al
Ĵ(A1:N ) =

N∑

k=1

βN−k∇Al
EA1:N

{〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
}

=

EA1:N
{

N∑

k=l

βN−k(
〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
)S (Yl,Xl, Al)}+

(16)

EA1:N
{

N∑

k=l

βN−k(∇Al

〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 2 〈π̂k, ψ〉∇Al

〈π̂k, ψ〉)},

(17)

where4

∇Al
〈π̂k, ψ〉 = 〈π̂0:k, ψS (Yl, ·, Al)〉

− 〈π̂k, ψ〉 〈π̂0:k, S (Yl, ·, Al)〉 . (18)

It is now straightforward to obtain a simulation-based ap-
proximation of∇Ĵ(A1:N ). For a givenA1:N , one samples a
realisation of states and observations(Y1:N ,X0:N ) ∼ PA1:N

and forms the following unbiased estimate of∇Al
Ĵ(A1:N ):

For l = 1, . . . , N

S (Yl,Xl, Al)
N∑

k=l

βN−k
(〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
)

+

N∑

k=l

βN−k
(
∇Al

〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 2 〈π̂k, ψ〉∇Al

〈π̂k, ψ〉
)
. (19)

A. Variance Reduction by Control Variates

In implementation, we found that the variance of the
gradient approximation (19) (or (14)) was quite large. This
is because we are approximating high dimensional integrals

3Note that by a conditioning argument,J(A1:N ) can be written as∑
N

k=1
βN−k

EA1:N

{〈
πk, ψ

2
〉
− 〈πk, ψ〉

2

}
.

4It is possible to compute∇Al
〈π̂k, ψ〉 when re-sampling is employed in

π̂k; resampling is commonly used in the Sequential Monte Carlo literature
to yield approximations tôπk



using simulation and more so, with moderate sample sizes.
Naturally, it would be possible to reduce the variance by
simply increasing the number of samples. We do not wish to
do so, as our aim is to extract the most accurate estimates of
the quantities of interest for a given set of samples. Control
Variates are widely used to reduce the variance in simulation-
based approximations by only collecting additional statistics
from the samples. We now describe how control variates may
be implemented for our problem.

For a random variableW , consider the problem of esti-
matingE(W ) where we have access to a zero-mean random
variableZ correlated withW . Rather than using a realisation
of W as an unbiased estimate, we useW − bZ where
b is a constant. The estimatorW − bZ is also unbiased.
Furthermore, the function ofb

var(W −bZ) = var(W )−2bcov(W,Z)+b2var(Z) (20)

is convex and is minimised atb∗ = cov(W,Z)/var(Z),
which implies the variance of the estimateW−b∗Z of E(W )
is less than the variance of the estimateW . The random
variableZ is referred to as the control variate (CV) and we
call b the control variate constant [6]. In the context of the
gradient estimate in (19), we found in implementation that
reducing the variance of the estimate of (16) was sufficient.

The score in (16) is zero-mean, i.e.

E(π0,A1:N ) {S (Yl,Xl, Al)} = 0,

and we use it as the CV. Doing so yields the following
unbiased estimator of∇Al

Ĵ instead of (19),

diag(S (Yl,Xl, Al)) (

N∑

k=l

βN−k(
〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
)1− bl)

+

N∑

k=l

βN−k
(
∇Al

〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 2 〈π̂k, ψ〉∇Al

〈π̂k, ψ〉
)
,

(21)

where 1 ∈ Rna and the CV constant (vector)bl ∈ Rna

is to be determined in order to minimise the variance of the
estimate. Noting that the optimal CV constant is a solution of
the minimisation problem (20), we may employ the following
SA algorithm to converge to it,

bl ←− bl −βdiag(S (Yl,Xl, Al)) (diag(S (Yl,Xl, Al)) bl

−
N∑

k=l

βN−k(
〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
)1), (22)

whereβ is the step-size. Under suitable assumptions stated
in Section IV, we will havebl converging to

E(π0,A1:N )

{
diag(S (Yl,Xl, Al))

2
}−1

×E(π0,A1:N ){diag(S (Yl,Xl, Al))
2

×
∑N

k=l β
N−k

(〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
)
1}. (23)

The same approach applies when minimising the variance of
the gradient estimate (14) with control variates.

IV. SOLVING THE SENSORSCHEDULING PROBLEM WITH

STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION

We now state the simulation-based algorithm that will be
used to solve the sensor scheduling problem. It is a two time-
scale SA algorithm to minimisêJ using the reduced variance
estimate of∇Ĵ given by (21) and (22). We do so for the
(general) case with action path constraints as specified in
(8). Note that although we could also apply algorithm (27)-
(30) below with the gradient estimate (14), we minimiseĴ
instead as its convergence is easier to study; see comments
immediately following (14).

We introduce the following functions to make the presen-
tation of the main algorithm concise. For eachA1:N , define
the functionshi,A1:N

: (Rnx)
N+1 × (Rny )

N → (Rna)
N ,

i = 1, 2, as follows:

h1,A1:N
(X0:N , Y1:N ) :=

[S (Yl,Xl, Al)

N∑

k=l

βN−k
(〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 〈π̂k, ψ〉

2
)
]l=1,...,N ,

(24)

h2,A1:N
(X0:N , Y1:N ) :=

[

N∑

k=l

βN−k
(
∇Al

〈
π̂k, ψ

2
〉
− 2 〈π̂k, ψ〉∇Al

〈π̂k, ψ〉
)
]
l=1,...,N

.

(25)

Note that

∇Ĵ(A1:N ) = EA1:N
{h1,A1:N

(X0:N , Y1:N )

+h2,A1:N
(X0:N , Y1:N )}, ∈ (Rna)

N
.

For technical reasons concerning the convergence of the
two time-scale SA algorithm below, we introduce the positive
scalar valued functionΓ : (Rna)

N → (0,∞),

Γ(b) := (1 + |b|)−1
C, (26)

whereC is a positive constant. The functionΓ is needed to
ensure that the CV constants remain bounded almost surely
(details in [13]).

The two time-scale SA algorithm for solving the sensor
scheduling problem: For conciseness, let

θ = U1:N , θ̃ = A1:N (= F (θ)) , ω = (X0:N , Y1:N ).

θk+1 =θk − αk+1Γ(bk)∇F (θk)

× (h1,θ̃k
(ωk+1) + h2,θ̃k

(ωk+1)− Sθ̃k
(ωk+1)bk),

(27)

bk+1 = bk − βk+1S
2
θ̃k

(ωk+1)bk

+ βk+1Sθ̃k
(ωk+1)h1,θ̃k

(ωk+1), (28)

ωk+1 ∼ Pθ̃k
, (29)

θ̃k = F (θk), k ≥ 0, (30)

where

SA1:N,k
(X0:N,k+1,Y1:N,k+1) =

diag
(
[S (Yl,k+1,Xl,k+1, Al,k)]

l=1,...,N

)
. (31)



(Note that U1:N,k = θk, A1:N,k = θ̃k,
(X0:N,k+1, Y1:N,k+1) = ωk+1.)

Assumption 1:The step-size sequences{αk} and {βk}
are non-negative, sum to infinity, are squared summable, and

for somep > 0 satisfy
∑

k

(
αk

βk

)p

<∞

Typically, the step-sizes are

αk = k−α, βk = k−β , (32)

whereα > β > 0.5. Thus,
∑

k

(
αk

βk

)p

< ∞ may only be
satisfied for a large positivep. Sinceαk tends to zero more
quickly thanβk, the recursion for the action (27) is said to
evolve on a slower time-scale than that for the CV constants
(28). By havingU1:N,k evolve more slowly thanbk, we allow
bk to ‘track’ the optimal CV constants, which depend on the
point at which the gradient∇Ĵ is evaluated (see (23)). In
[13] we establish the convergence of algorithm (27)-(30) for
the choice of step-sizes in Assumption 1. However, in the
numerical example presented in Section VI, we set function
Γ(b) = 1, use constant step-sizesαk = α andβk = β and
still demonstrate convergence. For SA in general, decreasing
step-sizes are essential for almost sure convergence. If fixed
step-sizes are used, then we may still have convergence but
now the iterates “oscillate” about their limiting values with
variance proportional to the step-size.

The convergence of a two time-scale SA algorithm related
to (27)-(30) was studied in [8]. We may write the slow time-
scale process in a more general form than (27) as,

θk+1 = θk + αk+1Hk+1.

If the parameterθk does not change, sayθk = θ for all k,
the process{bk} would converge to somēb(θ). When θk

varies slowly, we would like the process{bk} to track b̄(θk).
Under certain regularity assumptions on the process{Hk}
[8], it can be shown that this would also be the case when
θk did change. As for the convergence of{θk}, we may use

the line of proof in [2] to showlim infk

∣∣∣∇(Ĵ ◦ F )(θk)
∣∣∣ = 0.

Details are in the [13].

V. A PPLICATION TO OBSERVERTRAJECTORYPLANNING

In observer trajectory planning, we wish to track a ma-
neuvering target forN epochs. At epochk, let Xk denote
the state of the target,Ak the position of the observer
and Yk the partial observation of the target state, i.e.,
Yk = g(Xk, Ak, Vk), where Vk denotes noise. Typically,
the observer has its own motion model and we letXo

k

denote state of the observer. The observer state descriptor
usually includes its position and thereforeAk corresponds to
certain components ofXo

k . The aim of OTP is to adaptively
maneuver the observer to optimise the tracking performance
the target.

We do not need to specify the target model explicitly.
Our only concern is that we can sample from the model.
Maneuvering targets models such as thejump Markov linear
system(JMLS) [3] may be used. In Section VI, we consider
a maneuvering target in the examples. However we need to

be more specific about the observer. As indicated in (8), we
require an observer model of the formA1:N = F (U1:N )
where we exert control on the observer positionsA1:N

through the variablesU1:N . For instance, the accelerations of
the observer could be determined from the inputU1:N , which
will in turn determine the observer trajectory. This is pre-
cisely the model we adopt for the examples in Section VI. Let

the state of the observer beXo
k =

[
ro
x,k, v

o
x,k, r

o
y,k, v

o
y,k

]T

,

with Ak =
[
ro
x,k, r

o
y,k

]T

. For example, we could assume a
kinematic model for the evolution of the state,

Xo
k+1 = GXo

k +H × c1 × arctan(c2Uk+1) (33)

where matricesG andH follow the standard definition [10].
As in the standard kinematic model, the initial stateXo

0 is
fixed andUk+1 ∈ R2 determines the acceleration in thex and
y directions. The difference here is the inclusion of function
arctan and constantsc1 andc2. Functionarctan and its first
two derivatives are bounded. Also,arctan is linear about
zero, which makes a nice choice of saturating function for the
acceleration; naturally the acceleration cannot be unbounded.
The constantsc1, c2 alter the saturation behaviour of the ac-
celeration. The observer trajectory is completely determined
onceXo

0 andU1:N are given. The functionF in (7) is now
implicitly defined by (33).

In the bearings-only model, the observation process
{Yk}k≥0 (⊂ R) is generated according to

Yk = arctan

(
rx,k −Ak(1)

ry,k −Ak(2)

)
+ Vk, (34)

whereVk
i.i.d.
∼ N (0, σ2

Y ). In our simulation-based framework,
we require that the observation process density is known
and is differentiable w.r.t.Ak. The bearings-only case is one
such example. At this point we will assume that thex andy
position of the target correspond to the first and third compo-
nent of the state descriptorXk, i.e.Xk = [rx,k, ·, ry,k, · · · ]

T ,
which is usual convention in the literature. See convergence
results in Proposition 2 and 3 below.

For the case of multiple observers, sayp of them, let the
position of observerl at epochk be denoted byA(l)

k . Also,
assume that each observer measures a bearings angle accord-
ing to (34) independently of the other observers, i.e., observer
l receives the measurementY (l)

k generated according to the
model (34) based on its own positionA(l)

k . We stack these
observations together as a vector-valued observationYk =

[Y
(1)
k , . . . , Y

(p)
k ]T . Likewise, we stack the positions to form

the ’effective’ positionAk =

[(
A

(1)
k

)T

, · · · ,
(
A

(p)
k

)T
]T

.

The observation density for this multiple observer case is

q (Yk|Xk, Ak) = q(Y
(1)
k |Xk, A

(1)
k )×· · ·×q(Y

(p)
k |Xk, A

(p)
k ).

It is apparent that we are now effectively in the original single
observer setting and may proceed to solve the multiple OTP
problem as above.



A. Convergence For Bearings-Only Tracking

For the bearings-only observation model, we have the
following sufficient conditions for the convergence of the
slow and fast time-scale. The sufficient conditions (35)-(38)
are only restrictions on the target state transition model and
the range of the functionF that is used to map the sequence
U1:N (which could be accelerations) to the observer positions
for all N epochs.

Proposition 2: Consider algorithm (27)-(30) for the
bearings-only observation model (34). Suppose the following
assumptions hold:

sup
A1:N∈range(F )

EA1:N

{∣∣∣∣
1

Xi(3)−Ai(2)

∣∣∣∣
p}

<∞,

1 ≤ i ≤ N, p > 0, (35)

sup
A1:N∈range(F )

max
l

∣∣∣∣∣
1

X
(l)
i (3)−Ai(2)

∣∣∣∣∣ <∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ N,

(36)

inf
1≤i≤N

inf
A1:N∈range(F )

EA1:N




σ−2

Y

1
(Xi(3)−Ai(2))

2

[
1 +

(
Xi(1)−Ai(1)
Xi(3)−Ai(2)

)2
]2





> 0, (37)

inf
1≤i≤N

inf
A1:N∈range(F )

EA1:N




σ−2

Y

[
Xi(1)−Ai(1)

(Xi(3)−Ai(2))
2

]2

[
1 +

(
Xi(1)−Ai(1)
Xi(3)−Ai(2)

)2
]2





> 0. (38)

Then, almost surely, supk |bk| < ∞ and

limk

∣∣∣bk − S2(A1:N,k)−1S × h1(A1:N,k)
∣∣∣ = 0.

Furthermore, ifF has bounded second order derivatives
then, lim infk

∣∣∣∇(Ĵ ◦ F )(U1:N,k)
∣∣∣ = 0.

Proof: See [13].
Note that the expectation operatorEA1:N

{·} above is an
abbreviation forE(X0:N ,Y1:N )∼PA1:N

{·}. For the functionF
defined in (33), the last assumption concerning bounded
second order derivatives hold. Condition (36) relates to the
samples used to approximate the posterior density in (12 )-
(13). Also, the first and third component of the target state
is its x andy coordinate respectively.

The next result gives the conditions under which as-
sumptions (35)-(38) hold. This result basically says that if
the support ofX0:N and the range of functionF do not
intersect, then the assumptions hold and we have the desired
convergence of two time-scale SA for OTP. It is interesting to
note that the scenario in which the support ofX0:N and the
range ofF do not intersect is a standard setting studied by
previous works on OTP for bearings-only observations (see
references in the Introduction), and hence the conditions of
Proposition 2 are not restrictive for the application.

Proposition 3: Write the mappingF : R2N → R2N

as F = [F1,1, F1,2, · · · , FN,1, FN,2]
T . (Note thatAi(j) =

Fi,j(U1:N ).) Suppose that the density ofX0:N , f(x0:N ), has
a compact supportKf ⊂ R4(N+1). Furthermore, suppose
that for each1 ≤ i ≤ N , the compact setKf,i :=
{xi(3)|x0:N ∈ Kf} does not intersect with the closure of the
set range(Fi,2), i.e., there exists a compact setKA,i such that
range(Fi,2) ⊂ KA,i, andKf,i ∩KA,i = ∅. Then, conditions
(35)-(38) are satisfied.

Proof: See [13].

VI. N UMERICAL EXAMPLE

In all examples below,ψ(Xk) = w1Xk(1) + w2Xk(3).
Weightsw1, w2 ∈ [0, 1] are selected to trade-off accuracy in
tracking the x- and y- coordinates. We solve for the optimal
open-loop observer trajectory under a variety of tracking
scenarios, namely, with a fast observer, a slow observer
and two cooperating observers. Open loop feedback control
is implemented for the two observers case. All examples
consider a maneuvering target.

Fig. 1. (a) One observer open loop trajectory with target, (b) Two observers
open loop trajectory with target, (c) Two observers OLFC trajectory with
target and particle filter. Fast observers commence from(50,−250). Target
starts at(0, 0) and moves in the north-west direction.

Fast Observers:The setting for this example is a maneu-
vering target that is to be tracked by a single fast observer
and two cooperating fast observers. The term fast is to be
understood in the sense that the observer in the subsequent
example is significantly more constrained in its motion. The
observer motion model is given in (33), with a fast or slow
observer defined by setting constantc1. In Figure 1(a) the
optimal open-loop trajectory of the observer is plotted fora
horizon 7 problem. The maneuvering target trajectory is also



shown. The cloud of particles surrounding the maneuvering
target are target trajectory samples drawn from the target
dynamic model (2). Note that the target maneuver was
intentionally chosen to be far more drastic than is predicted
by its model. This was done to contrast the constructed
open-loop and open loop feedback control trajectories. In
Figure 1(b), we show the difference in the optimal open-
loop trajectory obtained when there are two fast observers.
Figure 1(c) shows the open-loop feedback trajectory obtained
for the same two fast observers. The cloud of particles shown
is now the particle filter tracking the maneuvering target. We
note that the OLFC trajectory performs more maneuvers than
the equivalent open loop one.

Fig. 2. (a) One observer open loop trajectory with target, (b) Two observers
open loop trajectory with target, (c) Two observers OLFC trajectory with
target and bootstrap filter, (d) Magnification of the OLFC trajectory of one
of the observers. Slow observers commence from coordinate(250,−250).

Slow Observers:We now contrast the optimal trajectory
of the fast observers above with that of slow observers.
Figure 2(a) shows the optimal open-loop trajectory of one
slow observer, and Figure 2(b) that of two cooperating slow
observers. Note that a single slow observer is obliged to do
more maneuvers to improve the tracking performance since
it is significantly more constrained in motion. Figure 2(c)
shows the open-loop feedback trajectory obtained. Note that
the two observers maneuver in Figure 2(c) much more than
in Figure 2(b) as they are responding to the target maneuver.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel simulation-based
method to solve the sensor scheduling problem for the

case in which the state, observation and action spaces are
continuous valued vectors. This is in contrast to existing
works in the literature that only solve approximations to
the original problem, e.g. via the PCRLB. This general
continuous state-space case is important as it is the natural
framework for many applications, like observer trajectory
planning. We presented a novel simulation-based method that
used two timescale stochastic approximation to find optimal
actions and stated convergence results for the bearings-only
tracking problem. It is possible to extend the method to
sensor scheduling based on an information criterion like the
Kullback-Leibler criterion [9]
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